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Digital Da Vinci: Computers in MusicSpringer, 2014

	The Digital Da Vinci book series opens with the interviews of music mogul Quincy Jones, MP3 inventor Karlheinz Brandenburg, Tommy Boy founder Tom Silverman and entertainment attorney Jay L. Cooper. A strong supporter of science, technology, engineering and mathematics programs in schools, The Black Eyed Peas founding member will.i.am...
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Cengage Advantage Books: BiologyBrooks Cole, 2010

	Solomon/Berg/Martin, BIOLOGY is often described as the best majors text for LEARNING biology. Working like a built-in study guide, the superbly integrated, inquiry-based learning system guides you through every chapter. Key concepts appear clearly at the beginning of each chapter and learning objectives start each section. You can quickly...
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Biomimetics: Advancing Nanobiomaterials and Tissue EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book compiles all aspects of biomimetics from fundamental principles to current technological advances and their future trends in the development of nanoscale biomaterials and tissue engineering. The scope of this book is principally confined to biologically-inspired design of materials and systems for the development of next...
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Procedural Content Generation for C++ Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2016

	Get to know techniques and approaches to procedurally generate game content in C++ using Simple and Fast Multimedia Library


	About This Book

	
		This book contains a bespoke Simple and Fast Multimedia Library (SFML) game engine with complete online documentation
	
		Through this book, you'll...
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Learning Penetration Testing with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize Python scripting to execute effective and efficient penetration tests


	About This Book

	
		Understand how and where Python scripts meet the need for penetration testing
	
		Familiarise yourself with the process of highlighting a specific methodology to exploit an environment to fetch...
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Enhanced Bayesian Network Models for Spatial Time Series Prediction: Recent Research Trend in Data-Driven Predictive Analytics (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2019

	This research monograph is highly contextual in the present era of spatial/spatio-temporal data explosion. The overall text contains many interesting results that are worth applying in practice, while it is also a source of intriguing and motivating questions for advanced research on spatial data science. 
	


	
		The...
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Firefox HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Firefox Hacks is ideal for power  users who want to maximize the effectiveness of Firefox, the next-generation web  browser that is quickly gaining in popularity. This highly-focused book offers  all the valuable tips and tools you need to enjoy a superior and safer browsing  experience. Learn how...
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Webwork in ActionManning Publications, 2005
This book is very much what the title says: a book about working on web-based applications, using real-world examples along the way. That’s what WebWork emphasizes: working on your project, not wrestling with your framework. Although it isn’t the most-used web framework in the Java world, WebWork is widely known as the most refined, and...
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CINEMA 4D 10 WorkshopFocal Press, 2007
Model, animate and render with a practical command of all the essential functions and tools in CINEMA 4D 10. Detailed tutorials, suitable for novices and experienced users alike, demonstrate how to navigate the redesigned UI and orient you to the workflow. Next, the author guides you through the creation of a more complex project in which you...
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GMPLS: Architecture and Applications (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
"This is a strong author team and they have produced a much-needed and timely book" 
--Bruce Davie, Cisco Fellow

"GMPLS technology provides a keystone for next generation integrated optical networks, and this book is the one-stop reference on the subject."
--Kireeti Kompella, Juniper Networks and CCAMP...
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iPhone SDK Application Development: Building Applications for the AppStoreO'Reilly, 2009
This practical book offers the knowledge and code you need to create cutting-edge mobile applications and games for the iPhone and iPod Touch, using Apple's iPhone SDK. iPhone SDK Application Development introduces you to this development paradigm and the Objective-C language it uses with numerous examples, and also walks you through the many SDK...
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Interconnecting Smart Objects with IP: The Next InternetMorgan Kaufmann, 2010

	Smart object technology, sometimes called the Internet of Things, is having a profound impact on our day-to-day lives. Interconnecting Smart Objects with IP is the first book that takes a holistic approach to the revolutionary area of IP-based smart objects. Smart objects are the intersection of networked embedded systems, wireless...
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